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Laura Clarke

“Of all the money that e’er I spent
I’ve spent it in good company.
And all the harm that e’er I did

Alas it was to none but me.
And all I’ve done for want of wit

To memory now I can’t recall.
So fill to me the parting glass

Good night and joy be with you all”.

The Parting Glass

Sadly missed by all who knew her. RIP

“Our beautiful daughter Laura…we hope that, as you look down from heaven, that you are finally able to see how much you 
were adored, admired and so so loved.  The amount of people who have been affected by your death is a true testament to the 
impact you had on everyone you met in your twenty three short years of life.” 

This book is produced and distributed without cost to you, the recipient.
For anyone who would like to contribute, please instead, send a donation to Pieta House, Ireland via www.pieta.ie/donate 

This book is dedicated to the memory of Laura Katie Clarke.
Laura died suddenly and unexpectedly on September 2nd 2019 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

In 2017, Laura graduated from Dublin’s prestigious National College of Art & Design, with a BA (Hons) degree in Fine Art 
- Textile Art & Artefacts. The following February, Laura moved to Dubai to further pursue her academic and career goals. 
Laura divided her time between a second degree (BA (Hons) Graphic Design) and after successfully completing an
internship, her very first job in graphic design - some of the happiest days of her life.

This book tells the visual narrative of Laura’s creative journey.



St. Mary’s Secondary School, Arklow, Ireland
www.stmarysarklow.ie

“Laura was always a hugely talented Art student. She was a pleasure to have 
in the Art room. Laura’s creative thought process was very advanced, she was 
always challenging herself and pushing her boundaries to try new things. She 
was a great help to the other girls in the Art class and gave freely of her time 
and ideas to help them. Laura always produced above and beyond for her proj-
ect work. I was always excited to see what she would produce next. Laura is 
thought about in St. Mary’s College and especially in the Art Department with 
the highest regard and great fondness”.
Charlotte Murray, Laura’s Art teacher for Junior Certificate

“Laura looked, acted, thought, sounded like an artist from day one. Her 
approach to making art was advanced. In fact, she often introduced new 
techniques to me. Her ability to draw a portrait was of a very high standard 
in secondary school. It’s nice for me to see that life drawing featured heavily 
in her college studies. I still have one of her posters on permanent display in 
my art room as a means to inspire others. Laura glued some leaves onto this 
poster. I remember telling her that they will not last long.
They are still there to this day”. 
Ian Carter - Laura’s Art teacher during her Leaving Certificate

Images from Laura’s Junior Cert

Image from Laura’s Leaving Cert



“Laura was an extremely talented young woman, brimming with potential, who held herself to the highest of standards. Her drawings demonstrated a 
high level of skill and technical accomplishment. She had a unique view of the world and worked hard to portray that through her artwork.

Laura always followed her own path. Our tutorial conversations alluded to a complex narrative that she expressed through heightened colour and stylised 
imagery. We spoke of musical influences that evoked personal memories for her and how her visual diaries were incredibly important to her.
She chose a solitary path as an artist and it was always hard for those who supported her to understand why she was often frustrated with the successful 
work she produced.

Her creativity led her to a place where encouragement and support were frequently difficult for her to hear as she was driven by her own inner criticisms 
and an unfounded lack of confidence. It was always a pleasure to see the work she produced and I feel a genuine sense of loss that we will not see her 
vision made manifest anymore”.

National College of Art and Design, Dublin, Ireland 
www.ncad.ie

“I was Head of Department when Laura was a student and in that role I am often a step-back from knowing students as closely as I used to when I was in 
a tutor role. Laura did have wonderful support from her tutor, Nigel, who found out much of the things Laura liked and was interested in.

Laura was often quiet yet it was through her drawing that a very different ‘voice’ was revealed, one of a bold expression. We encouraged her unique 
drawings and while deep in meaning, they were her way to communicate thoughts that no other way could do. Sadly her creative expression didn’t give 
her solace as she didn’t share the same belief as others did in her work”.

Nigel Cheney, Tutor

Helen McAllister, Head of Department

“When Laura applied to IDI to study for a degree, she submitted more creative work than we’d normally see from ten applicants - her portfolio was
bursting at its virtual seams! She clearly had the creative potential to develop and flourish as a designer, and we had no hesitation in accepting her onto 
the degree programme.
 
Not content to do the minimum to pass her modules, Laura continued her creative journey in her own time as well as in response to her coursework. The 
sheer volume of visual work that she produced, both before, and during her studies, suggests that she was a true ‘creative’. 

Whether she was sketching, drawing, painting, designing or illustrating, Laura had an in-built motivation to express herself visually. The work she
produced while studying with IDI shows that she relished the opportunity and she was making real progress. Her tutors found her to be open to feedback 
and advice and willing to learn new skills and techniques. As her tutor Elspeth Edmunson observed,

 “Laura was such an enthusiastic and talented designer who was always happy to fully explore her design potential.”
 
Thinking of you all, Laura’s IDI Family.”

Interactive Design Institute, Scotland (collaborative partner of the University of Hertfordshire)
www.idesigni.co.uk

Fiona Crosbie, Director - Academic Services and Quality Assurance



“From the day Laura came to my class in school, we hit it off. We became best friends and for a while, we did everything together.  At that time, she 
wanted to be a fashion designer and was constantly drawing outfits, eventually fashion gave way to the art itself and that took centre stage. Laura was 
incredibly talented. As we bacame adults, life took uis in different directions, but we finally recomnnected and I’m happy that we did.
She was the sister I never had, I’ll miss Laura forever and she’ll always be in my heart”.

Messages from some of Laura’s friends

Amelia Cantwell

“My dearest & great friend Laura, There’s isn’t a day that passes that I don’t think of you. Thank you for our amazing friendship over the last 8 years, for 
always making me laugh until my belly hurt, for being so supportive  & encouraging with all my hopes and plans for the future. Thank you for always 
being there to listen to my worries, my rants & raves & my happier news. There’s so much that I wish I could tell you about. Trying to piece words
together to describe life without you is proving to be extremely difficult. I can only hope that wherever you are, that your at peace and your happy. 
We miss you every single day & will forever. My beautiful, artistic, bubbly best friend. Love you always, Amela ♥"

Amela Kulenovic

Georgina Cantwell

“My friend Laura was one of a kind. She had a sense of humour that could put the whole room in stitches. She 
could see the comical side of every situation which was one of the many reasons we became such good friends. 
Through our days in St.Mary’s, Laura was always the one that kept everyone going. Whether it was a witty re-
mark which she had plenty of, or the way she reacted to what was happening in class, she could lighten the mood 
no matter how heavy the pressure of the Leaving Cert got. 
Laura was an artist with unbelievable talent. Her ability to perfectly capture the things she saw around her on 
paper never failed to amaze me. From nights out together to messing around in the classroom, every time I got to 
spend with Laura was a fun-filled adventure with lots of laughter. 
The funniest, cheekiest, sarcastic, most talented and beautiful character which I had the pleasure of calling my 
friend. I miss her dearly and I will forever cherish the memories she gave me”.

“From the first time I met Laura I knew I had never met anyone like her before, I was slightly frightened coming into our college apartment to meet this 
loud, wild girl. She was sitting listening to Bob Marley on her record player and had wild red hair, piercings and jewellery jingling wearing a multico-
loured bright jumper dress and tights with these HUGE platform heels, she often took to drawing hearts, dots or stars around her face. Once we ‘clicked’ 
I knew she would be a huge part of my life forever.
I remember one New Years, we went out together and got a bit lit, so we left the bar to look for somewhere to dance, walking down Grafton Street there 
was still one busker out playing jazz and Laura started dancing crazily here in the middle of an empty Grafton Street at 1am, we danced and waltzed and 
spun around and had so much fun we were both HOWLING with laughter. This is the kind of regular occurrence that I had when I was with Laura, life 
was filled with joy and laughter. I’m forever thankful this girl decided to be my best friend.
Laura was someone who you couldn’t help but feel free and comfortable with. She was always that person in a group who would notice the person who 
wasn’t feeling great and made it her mission to make them laugh and have fun with them, she was such a kind soul. Humour was her way of caring for 
people. She was always acting or dancing or joking even when it wasn’t an appropriate situation to be doing so 😂.
I wouldn’t be the person I am today without Laura and she helped me beyond what I can thank her for. She was the most special person I have ever met 
and she never realised how amazingly funny, kind, talented inspiring and intelligent she was”.

Frances Hennegan



A new website in memory of Laura & her artwork

www.inmemoryoflauraclarke.zenfolio.com



Laura’s First Degree - BA (Hons) Fine Art - Textile Art & Artefacts



Laura’s Second Degree - BA (Hons) Graphic Design & Illustration,
the degree she never got to complete

With thanks to Fiona Crosbie, Director Academic Services IDI, for arranging the certificates of the modules Laura had completed
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45 Hours of Beading by Hand45 Hours of Beading by Hand













“I decided to go for the course in Graphic Design with IDI as my father had taken a course in Photography previously and recommended it to me. 
Graphic Design is always something I have been interested in, particularly the illustration aspect. I feel this course will enhance my work and
knowledge of methods in creating illustrations as well as learning new, exciting elements involved in Graphic Design. I had considered enrolling for 
a few months after it was recommended to me.

When I was growing up, for years I thought I would be a fashion designer, with the ambition of owning my own successful label carrying unique and 
unusual designs. To date, I have had jobs within the fashion industry, serving as a sales assistant and fashion advisor to customers. As well as that, 
I have done workshops in tutoring textiles and fashion design with my previous college, the National College of Art and Design, Ireland and Project 
Fashion.

In my spare time, I enjoy reading, yoga, drawing, exploring and learning. I would describe myself as a very curious person, willing to learn and take 
on challenges. I have noticed I can be very versatile and show promise in various activities. I think I am an extrovert with shy tendencies. I may come 
across confident and intimidating but mostly feeling the opposite. One of the main things that makes me unique would be my quirkiness. I am a little 
out of the box and unorthodox, though I try not to be when necessary. I have controlled the course on which my life has taken in choosing to pursue 
my passion which has always been the creative arts.

Since I was a child, I knew it is what I wanted to do with my life and so I enrolled for my degree in Fine Art and now Graphic Design. Now, living 
in Dubai, I know there is a huge market and plentiful opportunities for me to further pursue both my fine art work and current studies with IDI. I am 
most proud of completing my first degree with NCAD as those three years were extremely challenging but rewarding at the end. I came straight from 
school after completing my exams, while doing my portfolio and entrance assessments.

My role models are both of my parents. Each of them have faced many tragedies and challenges both in their personal and work life. I admire their 
strength and eagerness to continue, no matter what happens. The best advice I have ever given would be ‘if things aren’t all right, it’s not the end’; 
the best advice I have ever received would be ‘trust your instincts’.

I would consider my ability to make people laugh to be my greatest quality. My worst weakness is self-doubt and comparisons to others. I’d like to 
change this way of thinking and continue to strive for the best version of myself I can achieve. In the next 5-10 years I would like to be at the height of 
my career, successful in every aspect and comfortable in myself. I hope to have many opportunities for myself and others. I expect once I have
completed this degree or on the way, I will gain work experience and eventually a stable job and income. As well as this, I would love to be able to 
continue my fine art career in my spare time or combining the two. Hard work is ahead of me and I know I am prepared and willing”.

Laura Clarke
22nd February, 2018

Laura applies for a place on the Graphic Design degree course
with the Interactive Design Institute, Scotland



























with thanks to Wasfi Kasso for giving Laura the opportunity to produce artwork for Kitco and Red Bull brands in the new Mezzan UAE 
Umm Ramool National Distribution Centre, Dubai.





Light

1: Logo of bulls and gold circle and outline. Bulls remain as flat, 2D im-
ages, surrounded but the outline of L.E.D. lights that connect to the gold 
circle that will be a large, flat light fixture.

2: Image of the motocross rider and bike as a centre piece done in lumi-
nescent L.E.D. wire

3: Wheels of the bike in a series across the wall as individual lights

Wire

1: Motocross bike elements separated and displayed across the wall, 
almost like a blueprint of the bike

Crushed Cans:

1: Crushed Red Bull cans in the form of motocross bike wheels

2: Flat, 3D sculptures of the motocross bike and rider image

Illustrations:

1: Motocross bike and rider ‘ripping’ through the chosen wallpaper. 
Ripped Wallpaper as a 3D element 

2: Red Bull race car positioned on the wall as if it was the race course 
road. The car would be sat on the wall, facing the viewer as they walk 
down the hallway.























Laura’s original website





to Laura, from Dad

Every aspect of this book from concept, design, content preparation and final print file created by me, for you Laura.
Miss you so much and thinking of you every day. Love Dad xxx



Always in our thoughts


